INTRODUCTION
Let G be a group, I= ( 1, . . . . n >, and Q = {P,, . . . . P,} a set of proper subgroups of G. G is called an amalgam of rank n (see [2, (A4) G is universal in the sense that any group satisfying hypotheses (Al )-(A3) is a homomorphic image of G. This definition was motivated by the fundamental paper [3] which considers amalgams of rank 2 in which P, , P, are finite, and P,/O,(P,) 1: S,, i= 1, 2. As mentioned in [3] , these amalgams are closely related to rank 2 BN pairs over GF (2) .
In an important paper [2] that followed, it was shown that if G is an amalgam of rank 2 such that the following additional hypotheses are satisfied: There exists a prime p such that:
(Bl) P, and P, are finite subgroups and Syl,( B) G Syl,(P,), i = 1, 2. U32) Cp,(O,(P,)) d OptPi), i = 1, 2. (B3) Op'( P,/O,(P,)) is a Chevalley group of rank 1.
Then the structure of P, and P, is completely determined. A group G which satisfies hypotheses (Al )-(A3) and (Bl)-(B3) is by definition a weak BN pair of rank 2.
In general for an amalgam of rank n satisfying hypotheses (Bl ) and (B2) that PIJO, N A, and P,/O,(P,) N S,. Then:
(1) P, w~~.A, and P,-2
1+1+1+2+2+1
.s3, or (2) P, w~~.A, and PZ-21+2+2+1 .S3, or (3) P1~21+6.A, and P2-22+2f2+1+1f1.S3.
BY -we mean a description of the chief factors of the group (see Section 4 for more details). We mention that O,(3) is a completion of case (1) of Theorem A and the McLaughlin group is a completion of case (2) of Theorem A. We did not find a "nice" completion for case (3) of Theorem A, but an amalgam of case (3) of Theorem A does exist; it is denoted by .3* and was discovered by A. Chermak.
NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Our notations follow [4] . Let G, P,, and P, be as in Theorem A. We let f be the graph whose vertex set is the right cosets of P,, together with the right cosets of P2 in G. Two vertices I, 6 E r are adjacent if their intersection is not empty. The basic properties of r are listed in [4, Lemma (1.9) ]. For the convenience of the reader we list here the notation to be used throughout this paper: . . .
will always denote an arc of minimal length connecting a and a'. Note that b always denotes a + 1. a -i will denote a vertex in d"'(a)\ {a + i}, and a' + i will always denote a vertex in d"'(a')\(a -i). A critical pair is a pair of vertices (a, a') satisfying d(a, a') = b, and Z, $ QclS. Or a pair of vertices (/I, a') satisfying d(/?, a') = b -1, VP $ Q,,. Note (a, a') will always denote a critical pair of the first type, and (/I, a') will always denote a critical pair of the second type. In the next lemma we summarize some basic results which can be found in [4] :
(1.1). Let i E r, and let (a, a') be a critial pair. Then we have:
(1) QA = Gj". (2) Z>. G Z(Qj.1.
(6) Let a, fl be adjacent vertices in ZY Suppose there exists a subgroup U< G, n G, such that NJ U), is transitive on d(l) for I = a, fi. Then U= 1.
A, modules ouer GF (2) . All modules here are A, modules over GF (2) . A natural module is a faithful module of dimension 4. The permutation module is the six dimensional permutation module. Note that throughout this paper we are assuming knowledge of the module structure of the above two types of modules. The reader who is unfamiliar with these modules can easily verify properties of these modules, which we require in this paper.
Let V be a module. An involution t E A, induces a j-transcection on V if C,(t) has codimension j in V. The 1-transvections are called transuections.
(1.2) Let V be a module, then:
(1) No involution in A, induces a transvection on I'. (2) If an involution t E A, induces a j-transvection on V, for j< 3, then V/C, (A,) is either a natural module or the permutation module.
(3) If there exists an elementary abelian subgroup A d A7 of order 4 such that C, (A) has codimension 2 in V, then V/C, (A,) is a natural module.
Proof. Part (1) follows from the fact that all involutions in A, are conjugate, A, is generated by three involutions, and A, has no faithful modules of dimension 63. For (2) see [l, Lemma(8.6), p. 7231. Finally (3) follows from the fact that A, is generated by two conjugates of A. The following result is due to U. Meierfrankenfeld.
(1.3) Let H 2: A,, and SE Syl,(H). Let V be a GF (2) (1.5) Let H = A,. Assume V is an H-module involving a natural module (resp. the permutation module) as a unique noncentral chief factor. Then I/= U + C,(H), where U is a natural H-module (resp. the permutation module).
Proof: If V involves a natural module, the proof here is precisely as in [ 1, Lemma (8.2) , p. 7201. So assume that V involves the permutation module. It is easily verified that we may assume that C,(H) is one dimensional, and P:= V/C,(H) is the permutation module. Let VE P with C,(V) E A,. Then [u, C,(V)] 6 C,,(H), and thus, C,(u) = C,(V) 1: A,. It follows that I/ is the seven dimensional permutation module for H and we are done. (2) follows precisely for the same reason. Part (3) is a consequence of ( 1.1.3) and (4) is a consequence of (3). Part (5) is obvious, and (6) follows from (2) Since Z, does not induce transvections on Z,,, and Z,, does not induce transvections on Z,, it follows that Z, u Z,. are the involutions in Z,, Q,/E,. It follows that Z, 6 Z,.E,, where ( Since Z,= [Z,, L,] is the natural module for G,/Q,, the above implies that L, n G, < Q,. Set L = L,QB. Then Q, E Syl,(L) , and L satisfies the assumptions of (1.6). By (2.2) , V,-, < Q, and hence, [V+ , , L,] 6 Z,, so V, , 4 G,, contradicting (1.1.6) .
Choose now a -1 E d(a), such that (G, _ , n G,, Z,.) = G,. Assume first that Z,-, 6 Q,,-,. If (2.6) Let AE/?', and let 6,,6,~d(i) .
Then Yj,=Z,,nZz,,.
ProoJ: The proof is straightforward and we omit it. (1) Z(G,) = 1, and Z, is the natural module for GE/Q,.
The first assertion of (1) follows from (2.4) and (1.1.4). The second assertions follow now immediately from (2.1.6) and (1.5). Next we claim:
This follows immediately from (1 ), and the action of GE/Q? on Z,. We show now that there exists CL-1 Ed, and ~-2~d(ccl), such that Zslm2nQcl,= 1, this is an immediate contradiction since if Z, -* < QorrP2, then Z,-,n Qa,# 1, while if Z,-, $ QXPP2, then [ZI-2, ZEflP2] < Q,, (b>2).
First note that as Z,. d Q, n Q,,,, it follows that there exists c(-led(~) and oc-2~d(cr-l)\{ } c( such that (Q,_,nQMp ,,Z,.Q,)= G,. Next we claim that Z,-z n Q,, < Z,. Indeed set R, = Z, ~ 2 n Q,,, and L = ( Q, ~ z n Q, ~ , , Z,, ). We claim that:
Assume first that (*) holds. Then L is transitive on d(cr -1) and L centralizes RO < 2, _ z. Thus R, < Z,. It follows that R,, is centralized by (L,Qol>=G,,soby(l) ,R,=l.
It remains to show (*). We first note that:
Indeed assume that L,nG,_,<Q,+,.
Set Lo=L,Qzel. Then Qorele Syl,(LO), and hence by (1.1.6) L, satisfies the hypotheses of (1.6) 
Next we note that by the choice of LX-1 and (L) . Then if C is a characteristic subgroup of Ql-,nQ,p, which is normal in L, then since QorpznQI-,eQz+l,
and Ca (Q,_,, L,nG,+,) .
is transitive on d(a-1) and CaL so as L is transitive on d(a), (1.1.6) implies that C= 1. Next set S= L n G,_ ,. Then SE Syl, (L) . Assume S > Q, ~ 1 n Q, ~ *. Let C be a characteristic subgroup of S which is normal in L. Then IQ,-1 : NQT-,( C)l < 2, and since
so C is normalized by L,. Further since ISQ, ~ 2 : SJ < 2, C is normalized by Qz ._ 2. It follows that C is normalized by ( QXp2, L, n G,-1 ) , and again C = 1. As V zpl<Oz (L) (1.6) implies that [V,_,,O'(L) ]~Z,fV,_,, and V,_ ,d G,, a contradiction. This completes the proof of (*), and the proof of (2.7) is complete. Subcase 2. [Z,, Z,,] = 1. (2.8) (1) b is odd.
(4) Z, is either a natural or the permutation module for G,/Q,.
ProoJ Part (1) follows from (1.1.3) and (1.1.5), and (2) follows from (1.1.5). For (3) observe that Z=<Q,,_,, but Z, $ Q,,. Next observe that for Co + 1 E d(~r'), IZ,, + i : Z,. + i n Q,l < 8, and Z,, + , n QSI is centralized by L L = (Qz:;, ) , and L -a G,,, further L satisfies the assumptions of (1.6), so U= [02 (L) , O, (L) ] is the natural module for L/O,(L), but Z,. n U# 1, a contradiction. We deduce that LnG,,., % Qrrrfl, so some element in L n G,,, I induces a j-transvection on Z,. + 1, for j< 3. Hence as Z(G,) = 1, (4) follows from (1.2.2).
(2.9) b< 1.
Proof. Assume b > 1, then by (2.8.1) b 2 3. We now need several lemmas before proving (2.9). We discuss two main subcases as follows: Case A. Z, is the permutation module. (observe that by (2.11) such a choice is possible). Then V, _ , 4 QIO _ *.
Proof: Assume that I/, , < Ql, ~, Note that by (2.11) our assumption implies (G,nG,~1,Z,,+,nQ,)=G,,forsc'+1~d(cc')\{a'-l}.Nextas Further it is readily verified that R, n 2, ~, # 1. Thus R, n Z, ~ 1 is centralized by (G,-, n G,, Z,., , n Q8) = G,, contradicting Z(G,) = 1. On the other hand if we choose a -1 E A(a), as in (2.12), we get by (2.12) that V,-, $ Qa.-,, and by (2.11) that I',-, X Q,. Thus choosing in (*) a -1, a, B in place of 8, CI' -1, a', respectively, we get a contradiction to (GxplnG,, &+lnQB)=G,. We can now get the final contradiction. Iterating the above steps with CI -2, a' -2 in place of a, a', for suitable choice of a -2 E Ac2'(a) (namely such that Z, ~ 2 $ Q,! _ 2), we obtain Y,, ~ 4 = Y,, _ 2, and proceeding in the above manner we get: Y,. = Y,, _ 2 = Y,, ~ 4 = . . . = YP. This contradicts (6) . The proof of (2.18) is complete. (5) of (2.18) relied only on the fact that b > 1. Hence we have:
(1) The assertions of (1 t(5) of (2.18) hold here too.
We thus have Z=,+r n Q, g Q,, for a' + 1 E A(a')\{a' -l}, We use now the same argument that appears in [4, Lemma (4. 3) (6), p. 1051, to find a vertex a -1 E A(a) such that Y,_, n Y, = 1 and V,-I $ Q,. This will be an immediate contradiction to (2).
For 6 E /IG, set Q: = C,,( Y,). Note that:
(3) Y, is the unique two dimensional submodule of Z, normalized by G, n G,. The module structure of Z, implies that: (4) W,, Q;l= Y,.
Furthermore using (3) it is easily verified that we can choose ix -1 E d(cc) such that Y,--, nYP=1and(G,..,nG,,G,nGg)=G,.Notethatby (2) we have V .-,<Q,.
By (1) we have that VPdQ,+,.Note that V,+,<Qg* and V,<Qzp,.
Hence by (4) Let 52={V, Ip~A(a) and [VI', Vfi] =l}. Set @R=(V,IV,~i2). Note that by (6): (7) Assume next that V, 4 Q, , . Then using (1) we get that 1? > Y, ~ I. We get a contradiction as in the previous paragraph of the proof.
Wehaveshownthat~={V,,/~LE(a)and[V,,V,.,]=l}.Hence~', is normalized by (G, ~, n G,, G, n G,) = G,. Note now that mU < C,, and hence by (5), PM is normalized by (Q,, If,,) . But (Qa, V,,) acts transitively on d(p). This contradicts (1.1.6) . The proof of (2.19) is complete.
~roofof(2.9).
The assertion of (2.9) follows from (2.13), (2.14), (2.17) (2.18), and (2.19). (4) note that [Z,, Z,,] is centralized by Z,,Q, = G, n G,. Part (5) is obvious since Z,, <Q,, but z,, < Qx. Here we denote Y, = ndEd(aj I',. Proof: This follows immediately from (3.4) . Proofof(3.1) . Case 1. If, 6 Q?, . In this case we have .Z,-, 4 Ql,_*, for some cl-2~d(c-1). By (3.3.4) Proof. Assume Q, 6 Qa. Then I', < Z(Qp), and hence V,. < Z (Q,,) . But I I/,, : I',. n Q,I 6 8, and I',. n Q, is centralized by Z,. Now (1.2.2) implies that I',, involves either a natural module or the permutation module as a unique noncentral chief factor. By (1.5) U = [I',,, G,,] is either a natural or the permutation module, but Z,, n U# 1, a contradiction.
(3.9) (1) z,=z,-,xz,.
(2) Cx,-CJ=Za, for xEG,nGGg\Q, Proof. First observe that Z,-,nZp<Z((QX_,,Q,,Q,))=Z(Ga)=l.
Next for x E G, n Go\ Q,, x acts as an involution on Z,, and hence cx, Z,l G z,. Proof: Assume V,. < Q,, then V,, 6 QO, or 1 V,, : V,. n Qll = 2. In the first case we get that V,, is centralized by Z,. But Z, 6 Qr, ; this contradicts (3.10) . In the second case we get that involutions in Z, act as transvections on V,,/Z,. , contradicting ( 1.2.1). The next three lemmas are technical lemmas which we use later: (2) note that by (3.13.1) there exist XE LBn G,\Q., and as we saw already C,%(x) = Z,. The second part of (2) follows immediately from the module structure of 8,.
(3.17) h > 3.
Proof: Assume h = 3. Suppose V,/D,] is a natural module.
(1) I V,I = 32 and I V, n V,,l = 8. (4) is proved. The second part follows since V,. does not induce transvections on Vfl. Set now V= ((V,nQE,) 'o+~). Then as VgnQeaf aGBn G1+2, it follows that V = ( V,j n Q,,)( V,, n Q,)( V, n Q,,)", for some x E Q,,, and hence 1 VI < 26. Set now Q = ( VGg') and U= [V, Q,,] V,.. Since [V, Qlj] < C,, n V, we have 1 U : V,,I < 2. Note further that by (3), U 4 G,,. We have shown:
(5) U-G,,, and IU: V,,l 62. Now if Q<Q.+2, then [Q, Vltl d VP n Q,,, and VP induces transvections on Q/C,( V,.), impossible; hence (6) Q 6 Qa+z Assume first that U= I',,. Then it follows that V = (VP n Q,,)( V,, n Qp). Hence I VI = 32. Then using (2) and (3) We have Z I+z 6 [VP, Vzs] < [VP, Gp] , and it follows that VP 6 [VP, G, ] , so by (1.5): Note now that C,. 6 Q, + *, and CC, ., V, ] is centralized by V,,. Next we oberve that (12) implies that (vfln C,,) I',, Q G,,. Set Q = ((V, n Qas)Gr'). Then Q $ C,,, and as in the proof of (12) it is readily verified that:
(13) Q < Qa+2. But [Q, (VP n C,.) I',,] < Z-u,, and in particular [Q, (V, n C,,) ] < Z,, < VgnCaS. Let now XEQ\Q~+,<G,+,\Q,+,.
Then VPnCa.=(VpnCuS)X = Vp,n C,.. It follows that: VP n C,, = V, n I',: n C,, = Ylf2 n C,, (see (3.6)) = VP n I/,, n C,, = Vfl n V,.. We conclude that: Proof We may assume without loss that I V,./V,, n QJl = 4, while I VP/V, n Qr. [ = 2 . By considering the action of I',, on Va we easily conclude that Cr,& V,,) = CVP(x), for each XE V,.\Qs. Thus to get a contradiction, it suffices to show that for every YE V,n Qa, we have: C,(-v)\Qs # 0, since this would imply V, n QX, is centralized by I',,, and thus V,. induces transvections on PP. But [ I',., V, A Qa,] = Z,,, and hence for each YE VanQ,., C,(y) has codim at most 1 in V,,. As ( V,,/V,, n Qpl = 4, we are done.
The next lemma is a technical lemma which we require twice in the following. Its proof appears in [4 Lemma (3.5) (6), p. 961, in a slightly different context: (3.19) Let /?, E PG. Let (pi, i, , 6) be an arc of length 2. Set L = L,, and Q = [Q,,, L] . Let E < QP, be an elementary abelian subgroup. Assume that:
(a) VP, is a natural module for G,,/QP, .
(b) EaGp,.
(c) Va,<E.
Cd) CE, Ll G V,,.
Then we have:
(ii) V,nE< V,n VD,.
Assume next that there exists a critical pair (8, IX') such that 1 I',: V,n Q,,l =4. Then as b= 5, we have that for J.~d*(cr'-2) 1 W,.-2 : W,.-2 n Q,l 2 4, and further since V, acts quadratically on V,., W li-2 contains an elementary abelian subgroup of order 4 not contained in Qi, and acting quadratically on I',. Hence: (2) For any A E /IG, and jV1 E A"'(%) we have that W, contains an elementary abelian subgroup of order 4 not contained in Q,,, and acting quadratically on V,, .
Assume first that VP/D, is the permutation module. Choose a critical pair (b, c(l (3) .
Fix an involution t E W,, ~ *\ Qa such that (3) holds for t. Pick a 6 E d(B) such that (Qa, t) = G,. Assume W, $ Q,,.. *, then there exists 6 -1 E d (6) such that V/a-l d Ql,P2. Now since by (3) Z,. ~ 2 4 V, _, (else [W,P,,Z, .P2]=1), (3.14) implies that  so Zap, is centralized by ( Qd, t ) = G,, a contradiction. It follows that W, < Q,,-2, and then also W, d Q,, _, , else Z, ~ 1 < Z(G,). Now by (3.14) we may assume that Z,. < V,, thus as in the first paragraph of the proof we get (1).
Assume next that V,,/DP is a natural module. Assume further that:
(**) There exists a critical pair (/I, IX') such that for some involution tE W,, (Qa,-,, t) =G,,-2.
Note next that (M) implies that Z,, Q VP; hence by (3.14) and ( Then the hypotheses of (3.19) are easily verified (taking, in the notation of (3.19) , fil =a'--, 1, = CI' -1, and 6 = a') and hence by (3.19) Note first that by (2.6) , ZnnQ, +2<Zz+2. If IZ,nQ,+,1=16, then as Q, n Q, centralizes Z, n Q, + 2, it follows that Q, n Q, 6 (Z, n Q,) Q, + 2. Thus in any case, Q,nQ,<(Z,nQ,)Q,+,.
Hence we have:
a+2nQpT QanQe,lGza. As Za+2 F/z does not induce transvections on we have that [L,, Q,] 6 Z,. But then the only noncentral chief faitor'in Q, is Z,, so (2) and (1.5) together with Z(G,) = 1 finishes the proof.
Assume now that IZ,nZ,+,1=16. Then ZornZ,+,=Czz+, (Z,nQB) , and hence CZ,nQ,~,Z1+21~Z~nZ,+2~Z,nQ,.
By (2.6), Z,nQ,< Z a+23 contradicting ( 1). We conclude: (4) IZlnZ,+21 =8. Set Ul=U,U,+2. Set also U2=(Z,nQp)(Za+znQB). Then ZxnZ,+, CI (Z, n Z, + 2) U, a Uz 4 Q,j -3 G,, is a chief series exhibiting (b).
